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Introduction

Our  
Vision

Our  
Approach

To deliver the highest quality innovation and service to change 
the places in which we live and work.

We do this by being the partner of choice for our people, our 
customers and our suppliers.

Conquip leads change in the construction industry by 
improving construction processes. Our team focuses on 
collaborating with our customers and partners to help speed 
up build programmes, reduce costs and minimise the impact of 
construction on the local community.
 
As a leading manufacturer of equipment solutions for the 
construction industry, we are unique in the way that we offer 
a complete service from on-site consultation and engineering 
capabilities to nationwide hire and sales, followed up by our 
after sales support.
 
We’re always striving to improve the industry that connects us, 
so we listen to our customers and partners to ensure we can 
provide safer, environmental and innovative solutions.
 
Engineering a Better Environment.
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Concrete Skips & 
Concrete Washout

Concrete
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Concrete Washout 
System

An innovative approach to reusing and recycling 
waste concrete water on construction sites. Not 
only does it improve environmental footprint, the 
system is easy to use, safe and cost effective.
It is a unique, simple solution made up of 3 
different components: a filtration tray, a skip 
washing platform and a water storage tank.

The system ensures all waste water can be either 
returned to the concrete batching plant for reuse 
in the next concrete mix, or reused on site in the 
wet-curing process or cleaning down concrete 
equipment.

Specification does not include concrete skip

Water Storage Tank

Environmentally-friendly 
Environmental best-practice methodology for reducing the impact of the use of concrete on site.
Best Practice
Designed in collaboration with leading contractors to solve a common issue on construction sites.
Recycle, Reuse 
Recycle and reuse concrete waste water from washout and concrete skips, pumps and trucks.
Compatible
Compatible with the Concrete Blowout Attachment (see page 11), for safe blow out of concrete pump lines, 
and previous models of skip washing systems. 

Product Code Height Width Length Weight

CS243 4395mm 2593mm 4600mm 1725kg

Concrete Column Skip 
(Page 10)

Concrete Filtration Tray 
(Page 12)

Concrete
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Concrete 
Column  

Skip

A versatile, all-purpose, crane lift skip sometimes known as a ‘tremmie skip’, for 
pouring concrete. It can be used for columns, walls, narrow formwork and pipe 
laying work. Robust and well designed, the skip comes in a range of sizes and 
can be supplied with or without a bale arm for additional safety.

Easy To Use
Designed to lay horizontally on the ground to assist with filling from the 
concrete truck, when lifted the skip returns to its vertical position.
Versatile
Wide range of sizes and additional options ensures there is a solution for every 
project, regardless of the crane capacity or amount of concrete required.

Type Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

Bale Arm CS210-00500 1270mm 1130mm 1970mm 290kg 1500kg 500 litres

Bale Arm CS210-00750 1370mm 1520mm 2260mm 330kg 2250kg 750 litres

Bale Arm CS210-01000 1370mm 1520mm 2125mm 380kg 3000kg 1000 litres

Bale Arm CS210-01500 1750mm 1780mm 2360mm 640kg 4500kg 1500 litres

Bale Arm CS210-02000 1750mm 1780mm 2610mm 650kg 6000kg 2000 litres

Blowout Attachment
An additional simple 
attachment to allow 
safe blowout of a 
concrete pump placing 
boom into a skip to get 
the most out of a pour.

Gate Control
A strong spring 
retractor on all skips, 
keeping the gate 
under tension, ensures 
automatic closing of 
the discharge gate 
when pouring is 
complete.

Cover
A premium quality, 
easy fit cover, to be 
used during blowout 
or when the skip is 
in transit to contain 
the concrete and any 
foamy residue.

Pulley
The gate closure pulley 
assists in the closing of 
an open gate, useful 
when pouring low 
slump concrete mixes.

Filling Grate
An additional, 
removable grate 
fitted to the skip 
opening to prevent 
unmixed concrete 
entering the pour or 
becoming lodged in 
the discharge gate. 

Bale Arm Restraint 
Chain
All skips are supplied 
with a chain to restrain 
movement of the bale 
arm in storage, transit 
or during handling, for 
safety.

Discharge Hose
All skips are provided 
with a 3 metre length 
of reinforced rubber 
discharge hose and 
pull rope for pouring 
concrete.

Removable Hopper
The slide on and off 
hopper supplied on all 
skips makes cleaning 
and changing hose 
lengths easy.

Type Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

Chains CS210AA-00500 1270mm 1130mm 1970mm 360kg 1500kg 500 litres

Chains CS210AA-01000 1370mm 1520mm 2120mm 480kg 3000kg 1000 litres

Chains CS210AA-01500 1750mm 1780mm 2360mm 570kg 4500kg 1500 litres

Chains CS210AA-02000 1750mm 1780mm 3210mm 650kg 6000kg 2000 litres

Chains CS210AA-03000 1950mm 1950mm 3210mm 1000kg 9000kg 3000 litres

Chains CS210AA-04000 2148mm 2337mm 3774mm 1480kg 12000kg 4000 litres

Concrete
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Large Skip 

Washing 
Platform

An operator platform used to facilitate a safe method to access and clean the 
concrete skip while it is held in an upright position in the frame. The waste 
washout water is captured in the filtration tray, which filters all sediment and 
waste from the washout water, so it can then be reused. This simple, innovative 
system prevents ground contamination as well as reducing water usage. The 
system is just as effective when used to wash out concrete trucks and pumps. 

Compatible
Most effective when used as part of the complete Concrete Washout System, 
adjustable to suit most sizes of Concrete Column Skips. The frame can also fit 
over the Cranelift Builders Skip (see page 45).
Safe Access
Access stairs with a self-closing door and harness point offer ultimate safety to 
the operator.
Easy Set Up
Reinforced, 1-piece, robust frame and tray with lifting points enables a single 
crane lift for each item.

Item Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

Large Skip 
Washing Platform CS241 4395mm 2208mm 2960mm 590kg Self 

Weight -

Fitration Tray CS236-02100 764mm 1900mm 2613mm 565kg 1000kg 2100 litres

Small Skip 

Washing 
Platform

An operator platform used to facilitate a safe method to access and clean the 
concrete skip while it is held in an upright position in the frame. It can also 
be used to wash out concrete trucks and pumps. The waste washout water is  
contained in the tray to be easily disposed of, to prevent ground contamination.

Compact
The smaller frame and tray are ideal for sites with limited capacity, suitable for 
use with 500 to 2000 litres capacity Concrete Column Skips.
Safe Access
Access stairs with a self-closing door and harness point offer ultimate safety to 
the operator.
Easy Set Up
Reinforced, 1-piece, robust frame and tray with lifting points enables a single 
crane lift for each item.

Item Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

Small Skip 
Washing Platform CS231 3215mm 2100mm 2455mm 450kg Self 

Weight -

Drip Tray CS217-00577 340mm 1213mm 2610mm 260kg 1000kg 440 litres

Large Skip Washing Platform
Small Skip Washing Platform

Filtration Tray

Drip Tray

Concrete
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Concrete 
Coneflow  

Skip

A versatile, all-purpose, cone-shaped skip, sometimes known as a ‘banana skip’, 
for accurate pouring of concrete.

Directional Pour 
The shape of the skip allows easy, accurate pouring, often used on 
embankments where a directional pour is required.
Efficient
Fast concrete pouring, due to the shape and opening of the skip, enabling a 
steady, fast flow.
Easy To Fill
The skip lays horizontal when being filled, then returns to its vertical position 
when lifted for pouring.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CS206-00500 1450mm 1200mm 2300mm 170kg 1500kg 500 litres

CS206-00750 1600mm 1200mm 2550mm 300kg 2250kg 750 litres

CS206-01000 2290mm 1510mm 2790mm 340kg 3000kg 1000 litres

Concrete 
Forklift 

Skip
A concrete pouring skip designed to be used with a forklift, enabling easy 
manoeuvring and pouring of concrete. The geared opening gate gives maximum 
control over flow speed and dissipation of concrete.

Convenient
This option prevents the need to use crane time and is useful for sites where a 
crane is not available.
Versatile
Ideal for sites where a crane is not available or where a large amount of 
concrete is required in a space that would be difficult to access by a crane lift 
skip only.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CS214-00500 1350mm 1350mm 850mm 245kg 1500kg 500 litres

CS214-01000 1780mm 1530mm 1210mm 360kg 3000kg 1000 litres

Concrete
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Concrete 
Twinflow  

Skip

A versatile, multi-purpose skip for fast and accurate placement of concrete. It 
can be used as a bottom or side discharge skip, and can be either geared or 
levered for fast flow and maximum control of the concrete pour.

Adaptable & Efficient
It can be used as a bottom discharge skip for mass concrete pours, or as a side 
discharge skip for more accurate placing of concrete in shutters.
Safe Design 
The frame design allows the skip to stand upright safely while being filled.

Type Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

Levered CS203-00500 1650mm 1110mm 1460mm 140kg 1500kg 500 litres

Levered CS203-00750 1460mm 1500mm 1810mm 215kg 2250kg 750 litres

Levered CS203-01000 2000mm 1510mm 1700mm 240kg 3000kg 1000 litres

Geared CS204-00500 1650mm 1110mm 1460mm 205kg 1500kg 500 litres

Geared CS204-00750 1460mm 1500mm 1810mm 215kg 2250kg 750 litres

Geared CS204-01000 2000mm 1510mm 1700mm 220kg 3000kg 1000 litres

Autolock 
Blowout

Skip

A safe, simple way of 
facilitating blowout of 
concrete pump lines 
directly into a skip, 
enabling the remaining 
concrete to be 
transported and used 
to complete the pour, 
rather than letting it go 
to waste.

Safe Design
Secure lid prevents 
movement when 
the pipeline is being 

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CS235-01200 1450mm 1450mm 1925mm 515kg 3600kg 1200 litres

Concrete 
Upright

Skip

A versatile, multi-
purpose upright skip 
for easy concrete 
pouring of columns, 
walls, formwork and 
pipe laying work. 
Designed with a 
bottom discharge and 
a levered opening 
mechanism.

Adaptable
The skip can be crane 
lifted or manoeuvred 
with a forklift making 
it versatile.
Efficient
Large opening allows 

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CS223-01000 2200mm 1300mm 1500mm 500kg 3000kg 1000 litres

cleaned and when in transportation.
Convenient
Its low height allows pump lines to be blown out directly into the skip without 
the need for adaption pipes, and the skip offers all the benefits of the Autolock 
Tipping Skip (see page 48).

easy and fast filling of the skip, large cone shape ensures free and fast concrete 
flow.

Concrete
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Cages, Beams, Grabs & 
Personnel Lifting

Lifting
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Standard & Ramped

Goods Cage
A cage for safe, convenient transport of materials 
and equipment to and from high or low locations 
on site. A range of sizes and features ensures it is 
suitable for specific site requirements.

With the increase in regulations around lifting 
materials safely onsite, as well as offsite 
construction, it is an asset to any project.

Large Goods Cage

Small Goods Cage

Easy Loading
Available with a gas assisted ramp or a secure gate, the ramp offers the ability to load using a pallet truck and 
sack barrows.
Manoeuvrability
Fork pockets are included for short distances, as well as four fully certified lifting points for lifting by crane.

Item Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

Small Goods Cage CA118-01638 1280mm 1280mm 1280mm 270kg 3000kg

Large Goods Cage CA118-03277 1280mm 1280mm 2560mm 450kg 3000kg

Small Ramped 
Goods Cage CA124-01658 1300mm 1350mm 1350mm 300kg 3000kg

Short End Large 
Ramped  Goods Cage CA124-03277 1300mm 1300mm 2645mm 460kg 3000kg

Long End Large 
Ramped Goods Cage CA124-03277 1300mm 1360mm 2560mm 500kg 3000kg

Long End Large Ramped Goods Cage

Small Ramped Goods Cage

Lifting
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Crane 
Forks

A lifting accessory for moving palletised loads by crane, when a forklift is unable 
to access the area, or is inadequate. The adjustable forks make it versatile for 
different load sizes and pallet widths. The single hook enables quick attachment 
to save on crane time. It must be used with a Crane Forks Cage (opposite) or 
Safety Restraint Net (see page 100).

Self-levelling
A spring-loaded design ensures that the forks self-level and are balanced 
regardless of the weight of the load.
Adjustable
The telescopic option allows easy height adjustment to enable a variety of loads 
to be lifted.
Load Restraint
The frame includes hooks to attach a compulsory Safety Restraint Net to prevent 
falls when in transit.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA102-02000 1960mm 940mm 1180mm 150kg 2000kg

CA103-02000 1975  - 2600mm 950mm 1200mm 190kg 2000kg

Crane
Forks 
Cage

A safety cage for use with Crane Forks, including the fixed and telescopic height 
models, for best practice way of transporting pallets of bricks and blocks around 
a building site. It is not a standalone piece of lifting equipment.

Adaptable
Ramped access, as well as a gate, to ensure it can be unloaded by a pallet truck 
on a scaffold loading bay, CantiDeck or anywhere with reduced ceiling height.
Secure
Robust anti-loose fasteners and latch mechanism to prevent ramp and door 
from opening.
Cost effective
It is compatible with existing Conquip Crane Forks.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA147-01560 1290mm 1390mm 1540mm 440kg 1560kg

Lifting
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Single, 4 & 6

Gas Bottle Lifting 
Cage

A lifting cage specifically designed for safely 
transporting gas bottles around site by crane. 
Tested, approved, fully certified and constructed 
to the highest standard, the frame has secure 
restraint doors for easy loading and unloading.

Secure
The cage is complete with securing chains and a framework that fits around the shape of the bottles for 
complete stability and to prevent movement during transportation. 
Versatile
Available in a variety of sizes and specifications to suit different quantities and types of gas bottles.
Manoeuvrability
It is complete with crane lifting points and fork pockets for easy movement around site.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CA107-01010 1900mm 600mm 515mm 95kg 120kg 1 Oxygen

CA107-01100 1900mm 600mm 515mm 95kg 120kg 1 Propane

CA107-04020 2000mm 1120mm 850mm 130kg 600kg 2 Oxygen 2 Propane 

CA107-06010 2000mm 1120mm 850mm 130kg 600kg 6 Oxygen

Lifting
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Pod 
Lifting 
Frame

A lifting frame that enables the transportation of prefabricated modular pods to 
the required level of a building structure, ideal for use when a CantiDeck loading 
platform (see page 108) is not feasible. The frame fits flush against the building 
for easy transfer of the pod into the building. 

Secure Design
The frame incorporates integrated attachment points to secure the pod in the frame 
and to secure the frame to the building structure, as well as locking doors for safety.
Easy To Use
It comes with 4 single leg lifting chains to enable easy attachment to the crane 
chains without the use of a ladder.
Bespoke
Available in bespoke sizes to suit specific requirements.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA144-03600 3075mm 3385mm 5362mm 2250kg 3600kg

Glass 
Lifting 
Frame

An ‘A-frame’ stillage for crane lifting glass and façade panels safely and easily 
around construction sites. Glass panels are securely strapped onto either side of 
the frame and then lifted to the destination.

Capacity
The ‘A-frame’ design helps achieve maximum capacity while offering maximum 
protection of the load.
Manoeuvrability
Fork pockets and optional castor wheels make short distance movements of the 
frame quick, for easy loading and unloading.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA227AA-02000 1750mm 1200mm 2300mm 150kg 2000kg

CA227-02000 2750mm 1600mm 2400mm 410kg 2000kg

Lifting
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3m, 5m & 7m

Lifting 
Beam A lifting beam for transporting more than one item at a time or any form of 

material that cannot be transported using a single point lift or a chain sling. 
Tested and certified, bespoke sizes can be made available.

Functional
A stand at each end prevents fouling of the hooks when landing the beam on 
the ground and allows easy access to lifting chains and materials attached.
Flexible
Multiple lifting points on the underside of the beam allow flexibility of load sizes 
and quantities.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA233-05000 817mm 473mm 3000mm 170kg 5000kg

CA235-05000 817mm 473mm 5000mm 260kg 5000kg

CA237-05000 817mm 473mm 7000mm 350kg 5000kg

Bulk Bag 
Lifting 
Frame

Portable 
Toilet 

Lifting 
Frame

A crane lifting frame 
designed for safe and 
easy movement of 
bulk bags of materials 
and waste around 
site, ideal for a 1-lift 
movement.

Quick Connection
One central lifting 
point makes it quick 
to attach to a crane.

A lifting frame 
designed for safe and 
easy transportation 
of portable toilets 
around site, especially 
beneficial for excavation 
projects where access 
to ground level is 
restricted. 

Easy To Use
Cut out frame and 
latching bar ensures 
access to taps and easy 
loading.
Manoeuvrability
Can be transported by 
crane or forklift due to 
the inclusion of lifting 
points and fork pockets.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA135-01000 165mm 1020mm 1020mm 25kg 1000kg

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA140-01000 2400mm 1425mm 1375mm 300kg 1000kg

Lifting
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Block 
Grab

A mechanical crane grab attachment for lifting all types of blocks and bricks, 
including concrete slabs, kerb stones, paving blocks and steel strapped bricks. 
Large grip areas and load levelling arms ensure maximum stability, complete 
with hooks to attach a compulsory Safety Restraint Net (see page 100).

Versatile
It can be used with large excavators and forklifts, using a Block Grab Adaptor 
(see page 56), as well as a crane.
Easy Operation
An automatic catch mechanism enables a single operator to stack or unstack 
loads making it an efficient method.
Durable
The strong design with galvanised materials ensures maximum durability and 
safety.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA105-00800 1360mm 1200mm 1560mm 250kg 1800kg

CA105-01000 1560mm 1200mm 1560mm 270kg 1800kg

Lifting

Kerb  
Lifter

A mechanically 
operated grab for safe 
handling of kerbs, steps 
and other preformed 
section, either by crane 
or manually. The grab 
opens when set down 
on the ground, then 
closes around the load 
as it is lifted.

Efficient
The automatic load and 
release mechanism 
ensures quick and easy 
material movement.
Adjustable

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Grip Range

MH701-00600 600  - 775mm 550mm 675mm 34kg 600kg 50  - 60mm

Easily adjusted to suit different load sizes by means of a locating pin.

Mechanical 

Precast 
Grab

A mechanically 
operated crane 
attachment, 
sometimes known 
as a ‘jersey grab’, 
for lifting and 
transporting precast 
kerbs or concrete 
barriers. Handles are 
included for accurate 
placement of blocks.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA205 910mm 730mm 950mm 235kg 4000kg

Automatic
It has a fully automatic load and release mechanism for quick and easy 
material movement.
Functional
A wide opening width and grip area allows lifting of large kerbs and barriers.
Adjustable
Easily adjusted to suit block sizes by means of a locating pin.
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Kerb 
Gripper

A multi-functional scissor kerb lifter, with an adjustable grip range, typically used 
to lay ‘HB kerbs’ or slabs.

Versatile
Most commonly manually lifted, but can be machine lifted, using the central 
lifting point, for longer distances and heavier loads.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Grip Range

MH704-00100 500mm 570mm 1560mm 11.5kg 100kg 500  - 1100mm

Kerb 
Stone 

Handles

Scissor handles for 
manual transportation 
and placement of 
kerbs, edge blocks 
and natural stone 
kerbs, usually used in 
sets of 2.

Functional
Quick and easy to use 
with an adjustable 
width by means of a 
locating pin.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Grip Range

MH702-00030 500  - 875mm 150mm 525  - 990mm 7.5kg 30kg 220  - 300mm

Pipe 
Laying 

Hook

A strong, profiled 
beam for fast and 
safe handling of pipe 
sections with a crane. 
Used for unloading 
delivery vehicles, 
transporting around 
site and placement. 
Rubber stops act as a 
buffer when loading.

Self-levelling
A self-levelling 
mechanism ensures 
safe transportation of 
pipe sections.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA208-03000 1225mm 250mm 2100mm 310kg 3000kg

Pipe 
Lifting 
Chain 
Sling

A simple lifting 
apparatus for 
transporting pipe 
sections, consisting of 
two hooks suspended 
by a 2 leg lifting chain.

Ready To Use
Supplied with pipe 
hooks attached to the 
chain sling for quick 
attachment and use.
Capacity
Able to handle pipe 
sections of up to 4 
metres long.

Product Code Height Length Weight WLL1

CA209-02500 3325mm 4100mm 20kg 2500kg

Lifting
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Manhole 
Ring 

Lifter

A 3-leg webbing sling 
with automatically 
adjusting clamps for 
transporting and laying 
manhole rings and 
cones safely using a 
crane.

Ready To Use
Supplied with the ring 
clamps attached to 
the webbing sling, it is 
ready to use.
Versatile
High capacity and easily 
adjustable clamps to 
take a range of manhole 
rings.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA210-01500 330mm 85mm 285mm 29kg 1500kg

CA210-03000 420mm 100mm 370mm 41kg 3000kg

Manhole 
Ring 

Lifting 
Pin

A steel pin with a 
lifting point for quick, 
safe movement of 
concrete manhole 
ring sections. Used 
to reposition sections 
and to assist with 
removing lifting slings.

Simple
Easy to use, with 
quick attachment and 
release of the ring.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA211-00750 246mm 24mm 272mm 1.5kg 750kg

CA211-01000 239mm 32mm 295mm 2.5kg 1000kg

CA211-01500 216mm 34mm 344mm 3kg 1500kg

CA211-02000 232mm 35mm 369mm 3.5kg 2000kg

Lifting

Mechanical 

Manhole 
Ring

Lifter
An adjustable grab designed for lifting, transporting and placing manhole rings, 
shafts, cones and base units of various sizes.

Safe
The unique clamping and release mechanism is operated by the machine driver, 
allowing all personnel to be safely away from the working area.
Efficient
This method eliminates the requirement for special slinging points, as it is lifted 
by 1 central lifting point.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Clamp Range

CA212-02500 1225mm 1075mm 1225mm 110kg 2500kg 800  - 1800mm 
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Access Cage
A secure lifting cage used to transport personnel 
around site to reach confined spaces and provide 
access to tunnels and shafts. Transported by crane 
using the 4-leg lifting chain supplied, the cage is 
available in a wide range of sizes, from a 1 person 
capacity to 12 person.

Multi-functional
Suitable for different applications, from personnel access to working in a confined space. The 2 person cage is 
designed for people to work from the cage, adjacent to the building or structure.
Safe Design
Half-height, solid steel sides offer maximum safety as well as good visibility for the machine operator and 
personnel. Other safety features include a secure locking door and internal harness attachment points for a 
Fall Arrest Harness (see page 101).

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CA126-00120 2300mm 700mm 700mm 170kg 120kg 1 Person

CA120-00240 2210mm 1200mm 1450mm 400kg 240kg 2 Person

CA123-00480 2500mm 1500mm 1450mm 590kg 480kg 4 Person

CA123-00720 2550mm 1400mm 2000mm 730kg 720kg 6 Person

CA123-01440 2550mm 2700mm 2000mm 1100kg 1440kg 12 Person

Lifting
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Stretcher 
Cage

A secure crane lift cage as a safe method of transporting an injured or immobile 
person from a building structure or excavation. It is a safe alternative to lifting a 
stretcher up or down temporary stairways. The cage is designed to fit a Foldable 
Stretcher (see page 101) with the injured person on, as well as one attendant.

Protection
Half-height, solid metal sides offer maximum protection for the injured person 
as well as visibility for the crane operator and attendant.
Safe Design
Internal harness points for a Fall Arrest Harness (see page 101), handrails and an 
‘up and over’ door ensures safety, stability and maximum space for personnel.
Manoeuvrability
In many cases Stretcher Cages are required on site; the fork pockets make 
moving the cage short distances for storage easy.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA121-00240 2251mm 905mm 2540mm 410kg 240kg

Forklift 
Access 

Cage

A fork mounted 
access cage for 
transporting up 
to 2 people on a 
vertical lift only by 
forklift. Often used 
to carry out routine 
maintenance, 
inspection and 
stock-taking.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

FA804-00240 2055mm 1016mm 1093mm 140kg 250kg

Rescue 
Cage

A secure cage for 
collecting and 
transporting injured 
personnel from a 
building structure. It is 
designed to allow room 
for a Foldable Stretcher 
(see page 101) as well as 
up to 3 attendants with 
equipment.

T-shape Design
The inverted T-shape 
design and door on 
the short end allows 
the cage to be lifted 
between building levels 
for easy access, while 
giving the stability of a 
central lift.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

CA125-01000 2525mm 1600mm 3000mm 600kg 1000kg

Lifting
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Waste Skips

Waste
Management
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Small 

Boat 
Skip

A skip for general waste removal, ideal for transporting heavy loads. The low 
side height and drop-down bale arm makes loading and discharging easy.

Tipping Action 
The bale arm is fitted with a lock and release system for easy discharging.
Automatic Discharge 
Eliminates the need for anyone to be in the ‘danger zone’, and enables the skip 
to lift and tip part loads.
Safety
Available with a Debris Cover (see page 104) to prevent loads falling and to 
minimise dust pollution.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CA108-00500 1570mm 1360mm 1500mm 130kg 1000kg 500 litres

CA108-00750 1720mm 1500mm 1700mm 235kg 1500kg 750 litres

CA108-01000 1730mm 1540mm 2060mm 255kg 2000kg 1000 litres

CA108-01500 1830mm 1650mm 1930mm 425kg 3000kg 1500 litres

CA108-02000 2000mm 1810mm 2200mm 540kg 4000kg 2000 litres

Large 

Boat 
Skip

A large skip for general waste removal, ideal for transporting heavy loads. The 
low side height and drop-down bale arm makes loading and discharging easy.

Tipping Action
The bale arm is fitted with a lock and release system for easy discharging.
Automatic Discharge 
Eliminates the need for anyone to be in the ‘danger zone’, also enables the skip 
to lift and tip part loads.
Safety
Available with a Debris Cover (see page 104) to prevent loads falling and to 
minimise dust pollution.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CA122-02000 1790mm 2100mm 1840mm 680kg 4000kg 2000 litres

CA122-03000 2030mm 2100mm 2200mm 980kg 6000kg 3000 litres

CA122-04000 2370mm 2100mm 2500mm 1900kg 8000kg 4000 litres

CA122-06000 2416mm 2272mm 2830mm 1600kg 12000kg 6000 litres

Waste Management
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Circular 
Muck 
Skip

A traditional, large 
capacity, crane lift skip 
used for muck and 
waste removal.

Automatic Emptying
Safety catches allow 
the skip to self-tip and 
empty automatically, 
removing the need for 
anyone to be in the 
discharge zone.

Product Code Height Width Weight WLL1 Capacity

CA109-00100 920mm 740mm 34kg 200kg 100 litres

CA109-00250 1170mm 940mm 50kg 500kg 250 litres

CA109-00500 1460mm 1130mm 87kg 1000kg 500 litres

CA109-00750 1590mm 1300mm 150kg 1500kg 750 litres

CA109-01000 1800mm 1410mm 290kg 2000kg 1000 litres

Drop 
Bottom 

Skip

A versatile skip with 
spring-secured base 
emptying door for 
quick release of muck 
and waste.

Versatile
It can be lifted by either 
crane or forklift.
Easy Operation
The bottom doors 
are opened by a 
pull rope by the site 
operative, and closed 
by an automatic locking 
mechanism when the 
skip is set down.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CA110-00500 750mm 1050mm 1330mm 180kg 1000kg 500 litres

CA110-01000 1050mm 1050mm 1330mm 240kg 850kg 1000 litres

Cranelift 
Builders 

Skip

A large general waste 
skip, for storing and 
transporting waste 
and materials on site. 
Complete with lifting 
points for ease of 
transport by crane on 
site, and hooks for a 
Debris Cover (see page 
104) to reduce dust 
pollution.

Durable
A robust design, built to 
withstand the toughest 
site conditions.
Versatile
Can be emptied by any 
standard skip lorry.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

GS002-06116 1515mm 1882mm 3637mm 750kg 6400kg 8 yards3

Mortar 
Skip

A steel, heavy duty 
construction skip 
for transporting and 
containing mortar or 
other materials. 

Versatile
Fitted with fixing 
points for crane chain 
sling attachments and 
fork pockets for lifting 
by forklift.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CA112-00250 550mm 1100mm 780mm 55kg 750kg 250 litres

CA112-00360 495mm 1310mm 1331mm 80kg 1000kg 360 litres

Waste Management
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Tipping Skips, Sweepers, 
Jibs & Extensions

Forklift
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Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

FA800-00500 934mm 920mm 1400mm 120kg 1000kg 500 litres

FA800-01200 964mm 1224mm 1818mm 160kg 2000kg 1200 litres

FA801-00500 1023mm 989mm 1400mm 165kg 1000kg 500 litres

FA801-01200 1051mm 1224mm 1818mm 160kg 2000kg 1200 litres

Autolock
Tipping 

Skip

With Castors

Autolock
Tipping 

Skip

A tipping skip with 
an automatic locking 
mechanism for easy 
transportation of materials 
and waste. It is emptied 
by simply adjusting the 
angle of the forks.

Fast & Safe
The locking mechanism 
ensures the skip cannot 
be accidentally tipped. 
The operator can remain 
safely in the cab.

A durable, automatic 
tipping skip for 
safe, fast and easy 
transportation of 
materials and waste 
by forklift or on solid 
ground. 

Manoeuvrability
Castor wheels allow 
the skip to be wheeled 
on solid ground for 
moving short distances 
when loading.

Cranelift 

Autolock
Tipping 

Skip

Cranelift 
With Castors

Autolock
Tipping 

Skip

A durable, automatic 
tipping skip for 
safe, fast and easy 
transportation of 
materials and waste 
by forklift or crane. 

Manoeuvrability
4 lifting points to 
enable the skip to 
be lifted by crane for 
ease of transporting 
materials longer 
distances across site.

A durable, automatic 
tipping skip for 
safe, fast and easy 
transportation of 
materials and waste 
by forklift, crane or on 
solid ground. 

Manoeuvrability
Lifting points, castor 
wheels and fork 
pockets make this 
variation easy to use 
in all situations.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CA128-00500 1050mm 920mm 1400mm 120kg 1000kg 500 litres

CA128-01200 1078mm 1224mm 1818mm 160kg 1000kg 1200 litres

CA134-00500 1138mm 989mm 1400mm 170kg 1000kg 500 litres

CA134-01200 1160mm 1224mm 1818mm 160kg 1000kg 1200 litres

Forklift
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Forklift 
Tipping 

Skip

A standard tipping skip for moving materials and facilitating waste management 
on site, the choice for many contractors.

Durable
Its robust design and rugged construction means it can withstand the most 
rigorous site conditions.
Automatic Tipping
The skip has an easy tipping mechanism, it automatically tips and returns to 
discharge its load, controlled by a release lever.
Adaptable
It can be fitted with castor wheels and a steering handle for easy pushing on solid 
ground.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

FA803-00500 990mm 740mm 1463mm 180kg 1000kg 500 litres

FA803-01200 1070mm 1225mm 1714mm 220kg 2000kg 1200 litres

Cranelift 

Forklift 
Tipping 

Skip

A standard tipping skip, for moving materials and waste on site, complete with 
lifting points to enable the skip to be transported by crane, as well as forklift, for 
lifting longer distances around site.

Manoeuvrability
Lifting points, fork pockets and side fork entry pockets ensure the skip is very easy 
to move around site. Castor wheels and a steering handle can also be fitted.
Safe Design
A safety restraint chain and protected catch mechanism are included as standard. 
It can also be fitted with a secondary locking device for extra safety.
Heavy-duty
Its heavy-duty construction means it can withstand the most rigorous site conditions.
Automatic Tipping
The skip has an easy tipping mechanism, it automatically tips and returns to 
discharge its load, controlled by a release lever.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

CA111-00500 1105mm 740mm 1463mm 180kg 1000kg 500 litres

CA111-01200 1085mm 1225mm 1714mm 220kg 1000kg 1200 litres

Forklift
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Powerbrush
A hydraulic forklift sweeper attachment that cleans 
and collects dirt and waste. The simple, durable 
design makes the unit inexpensive to maintain and 
can be modified with an optional kerb brush for 
cleaning gullies and kerbs. Dust suppression is also 
achieved by a large water tank and dispenser bar 
for even distribution of water.

53

Easy Maintenance
Minimal parts, a simple 1-way valve hydraulic system and pivot-free, oil impregnated brushes connection 
ensure easy maintenance.
Adjustable
The brushes can be quickly and easily replaced and height adjusted, for maximum wear.
Stable & Durable
3 solid tyres prevent wear of the wheels as well as offer maximum stability to the sweeper: 2 wheels at the rear of 
the unit, where there is the largest downward force, and 1 at the front allows it to follow uneven ground.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight Tank Capacity

SA800-02100 1202mm 2340mm 2205mm 560kg 250 litres

Kerb Brush

Forklift

Dimensions do not include Kerb Brush
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Fixed

Forklift 
Crane 

Arm
A fixed-position, fork mounted extending jib specifically designed to convert a 
forklift into a long reach mobile crane. It allows considerable flexibility to reach 
and transport particularly long and awkward loads.

Efficient Method
It reduces the need of a crane on site to transport loads that aren’t suitable to 
be lifted by a forklift.
Flexible
The jib as multiple hook locating positions for different size loads and can be 
used with more than 1 hook for loads that cannot be transported using a single 
lift point.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

FA811-03000 500mm 685mm 700  - 3650mm 180kg up to 3000kg

Adjustable 

Forklift 
Crane 

Arm
An adjustable angle fork mounted extending jib designed to convert a forklift 
into a long reach mobile crane. The ability to tilt the angle of the arm gives 
flexibility to manage larger and more awkward loads.

Easy To Adjust
The angle of the arm and the hook positions can be quickly and easily adjusted 
according to the size and the weight of the load, to ensure safe use.
Storage
The crane arm support leg enables safe storage when it is not in use. It can be 
removed if not required.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

FA807-05000 666mm 661mm 675  - 3675mm 260kg up to 5000kg

Forklift
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Fork
Extension

A simple and effective 
solution to increase 
the capacity and 
versatility of a forklift, 
for stabalising long 
and awkward loads, 
preventing the need 
to invest in other 
machinery.

Easy To Fit
Quick and easy to 
secure safely to the 
fork tines.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

FA808-01800 72mm 160mm 1800mm 28kg 1000kg

FA808-02400 72mm 160mm 2400mm 38kg 1000kg

Block 
Grab 

Adapator

A forklift attachment 
to adapt a Block Grab 
(see page 30) to be 
used with a forklift to 
lift blocks and bricks. 
This method is perfect 
for speed and for 
smaller sites with no 
crane.

Efficient
It is ideal for moving 
palletised blocks and 
bricks short distances 
around site.
Safe
It reduces the swing 
of the load, increasing 
safety In tight areas 
on site.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

FA105-02000 250mm 525mm 840mm 40kg 2000kg

Fork 
Mounted 

Hook A forklift yoke attachment with a swivel hook for a quick and easy method of 
converting a forklift into a mobile crane to lift and manoeuvre smaller loads 
short distances around construction sites.

Functional Design
The lifting hook can swivel and swing forwards and backwards allowing the tilt of 
the forklift to be adjusted without placing undue stress on the hook, preventing 
common damage.
Secure Design
Easy to fit to the forks using heel pins to secure the attachment and prevent 
slipping.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

FA810-03000 226mm 520mm 840mm 40kg 3000kg

FA810-05000 226mm 520mm 840mm 40kg 5000kg

Forklift
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Forks, Hooks, 
Buckets & Skips

Excavator
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Excavator 
Forks

An excavator attachment which enables an excavator to lift palletised material. 
Particularly popular with groundworks and civils contractors, it is especially useful 
if space is restricted and budget is limited, as it ensures you only require one 
machine on site. Extra load stability can be gained by an optional extra back rest 
and anti-slide plate.

Quick & Simple
Adjustable pin centres, pin storage and different size pins to suit any model of 
excavator quick hitch ensure fast attachment to the excavator.
‘Floating’ Forks
The ‘floating’ fork design allows easy placement and easy lifting on uneven 
surfaces.
Safe Storage
The forks sit as a free-standing unit, flat to the ground when unattached.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Compatibility

EA010-01000 498mm 950mm 1866mm 180kg 1000kg 5  - 9 tonne excavator

EA010-02000 584mm 1220mm 2092mm 330kg 2000kg 13  - 22 tonne excavator

EA010-04000 752mm 1390mm 2385mm 525kg 4000kg 30  - 50 tonne excavator

Excavator 
Pouring
Bucket

An excavator attachment for easy transportation and pouring of concrete. The 
concrete is discharged from a concrete lorry directly into the bucket and can 
then be manoeuvred and poured in areas where a concrete lorry can’t access. It 
is especially beneficial for small sites and civils works, where a concrete skip or 
concrete pump are not required.

Versatile
Other materials, such as loose gravel, can also be poured using this bucket. 
Waste Reduction
A more accurate pour, due to the bucket’s funnelled design, results in less 
wasted concrete.
Efficient
It can be filled directly from the concrete lorry, preventing multiple handling.
Quick & Simple
Adjustable pin centres, pin storage and different size pins ensure fast 
attachment and suit most models of excavator quick hitch.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity Compatibility

EA014-00700 1210mm 1020mm 1775mm 460kg 2100kg 700 litres 13  - 22 tonne excavator

Excavator
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Excavator 
Pipe 

Laying 
Hook

An excavator attachment for fast and safe handling of pipe sections. It is used for 
unloading pipe sections from delivery vehicles, transporting them around site 
and placement in trenches.

Safe & Fast
A safe alternative to other pipe laying methods, as it avoids the need for 
groundworkers to be in the trench during installation and replaces traditional 
slinging methods for unloading delivery vehicles.
Protective Design
Rubber stops act as a buffer to prevent pipes from breaking when sliding into 
the back plate.
Quick & Simple
Adjustable pin centres, pin storage and different size pins to suit most models of 
excavator quick hitch, ensure fast attachment to the excavator.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Compatibility

EA012-04000 850mm 550mm 2750mm 300kg 4000kg 13 - 22 tonne excavator

Excavator
Mechanical 
Pipe Lifter

An excavator attachment with a mechanically operated grip and release 
mechanism for transporting pipe sections. The grip holds the pipe securely 
as the excavator moves it across site, making it a safer alternative to other 
methods.

Damage Prevention
Long clamping arm and rubber protection buffers prevent damage to the pipe 
sections when in transit and pushing sections together.
Quick & Simple
Removable stand means the attachment can be held in upright position for the 
quick hitch to connect to, and adjustable pin centres and different size pins suit 
most models of excavator quick hitch.

Product Code Height Width Length Boom Length Weight WLL1 Compatibility

EA015-04000 1760mm 1420mm 1910mm 1300mm 530kg 4000kg 13 - 22 tonne excavator

EA015-06000 1920mm 1460mm 1920mm 1300mm 780kg 6000kg 30-50 tonne excavator

Excavator
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Excavator 
Drag Skip

A robust, flat based skip, sometimes known as a ‘stone saver’ or ‘shingle 
bin’, designed to be dragged across site by an excavator. Primarly used for 
transporting shingle, sand, dry mix concrete, saved material for back-fill, stone, 
waste and many other bulk aggregates. It allows usable materials to be accessed 
by excavators in locations on site where dump trucks cannot access.

Prevent Wastage
Material contamination is prevented as it’s not required to be stored on the 
ground, reducing material wastage.
Easy To Use
Low sides enable filling from standard size tipper trucks and crane lifting points 
are included for quick movement of the empty skip around larger sites.
Reduce Wear
Use it on site to reduce wear and tear to dumper trucks.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight Capacity

GS003-06000 1945mm 2089mm 4378m 2450kg 7500 litres

Product Code Height Width Length Weight Compatibility

EA017-02000 500mm 600mm 1450mm 200kg 13 - 22 tonne excavator

Excavator

Excavator 
Pile 

Scraper
An excavator attachment for saving time and cost when cleaning pile walls on 
excavation projects. This simple solution replaces slow, traditional methods.

Adaptable
Adaptable shaped plate ensures it can be used to clean most CFA pile walls.
Reinforced
The nose is reinforced for extra strength and the plate can be replaced when 
worn down.
Quick & Simple
Adjustable pin centres and different size pins to suit most models of excavator 
quick hitch, ensure fast attachment to the excavator.
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Trench Support, Edge 
Protection & Road Plates

Trench
Shoring
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Trench
Box

A system for trench ground support, suited to the installation of pipes where 
ground movement is not critical. The Trench Box is designed to be installed by 
an excavator using the ‘dig and push’ technique.

Versatile
It can be used with both incremental struts and variable struts, to achieve a 
wide range of different working widths and trench depths.
Strong
The box panels have a limit state design load of 73kN/m2, which is one of the 
strongest available on the market.

Item Product Code Length Working Width Height Weight3 Limit State 
Design Load4

Base Box TL101-00003 3500mm See 
Incremental Struts 

(page 74)

2560mm 2050kg 73kN/m2

Extension Box TL101-00004 3500mm 1310mm 1100kg 73kN/m2

Base Box

Extension Box
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Item Product Code Length Working Width Height Weight3 Limit State 
Design Load4

Base Box TL101-0001 3500mm See 
Variable Struts 

(page 75)

2560mm 2050kg 73kN/m2

Extension Box TL101-0002 3500mm 1310mm 1100kg 73kN/m2

Base Box
Reinforced fabricated 
box panels for 
maximum durability.

Maximum Height
It is possible to stack 2 
extension boxes onto 1 
base box to achieve a 
total working height of 
up to 5180mm.

Extension Box
Using extension box 
panels, the unit can 
quickly be heightened 
to suit deeper 
trenches.

Minimum Height
When installing just 
1 base box a working 
height of 2560mm can 
be achieved.

Incremental Struts
Used to create a 
working width of 565 
- 2465mm, providing a 
resistance of 164kN.

Maximum Width
Using a configuration of 
struts, a large working 
width of up to 3790mm 
can be achieved. 

Variable Struts
Used to create a 
working width from 
990  - 3790mm, 
providing a resistance 
of 164kN.

Minimum Width
Using a single strut, a 
small working width 
of just 990mm can be 
achieved.

Trench Shoring

3Excluding Struts       4Including Factor of Safety 
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Manhole 
Box

A system for trench ground support, designed to facilitate the construction of a 
new manhole in a line of drainage. It can be installed by an excavator using the 
‘dig and push’ technique.

Versatile
It can be used with both incremental struts and variable struts, to achieve a 
wide range of different working widths and trench depths.
Size Variation
Available in 3 different sizes, 2500mm, 3500mm and 4000mm lengths to suit 
different applications.

Item Product Code Length Working Width Height Weight3 Limit State 
Design Load4

Base Box TL103-00011 2500mm

See 
Incremental Struts 

(page 72)

2560mm 3000kg 128kN/m2

Extension Box TL103-00012 2500mm 1310mm 1702kg 128kN/m2

Base Box TL103-00007 3500mm 2560mm 3600kg 73kN/m2

Extension Box TL103-00008 3500mm 1310mm 2002kg 73kN/m2

Base Box TL103-00009 4000mm 2560mm 3900kg 53kN/m2

Extension Box TL103-00010 4000mm 1310mm 2162kg 53kN/m2

Base Box

Extension Box
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Item Product Code Length Working Width Height Weight3 Limit State 
Design Load4

Base Box TL103-00001 2500mm

See 
Variable Struts 

(page 75)

2560mm 3000kg 128kN/m2

Extension Box TL103-00002 2500mm 1310mm 1702kg 128kN/m2

Base Box TL103-00003 3500mm 2560mm 3600kg 73kN/m2

Extension Box TL103-00004 3500mm 1310mm 2002kg 73kN/m2

Base Box TL103-00005 4000mm 2560mm 3900kg 53kN/m2

Extension Box TL103-00006 4000mm 1310mm 2162kg 53kN/m2

Base Box
Reinforced fabrication 
for maximum durability 
with multiple lifting 
points.

Maximum Height
It is possible to stack 2 
extension boxes onto 1 
base box to achieve a 
working height of up to 
5180mm.

Extension Box
Using extension box 
panels the unit can 
quickly be extended 
to suit deeper 
excavations.

Minimum Height
When installing just 
1 base box a working 
height of up to 
2560mm.

Incremental Struts
Used to create a 
working width from 
1565  - 3465mm, 
providing a resistance 
of 164kN

Maximum Width
Using a configuration 
of struts, a large 
working width of up 
to 4790mm, can be 
achieved.

Variable Struts
Used to create a 
working width from 
1990  - 4790mm, 
providing a resistance 
of 164kN.

Minimum Width
Using a single strut, 
a small width, of 
just 1565mm can be 
achieved.

Trench Shoring

3Excluding Struts       4Including Factor of Safety 
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Lightweight 

Trench
Box

The Lightweight Trench Box has been specifically designed to be transported 
and installed quickly and easily. It is normally used where the equipment on site 
has a small lifting capacity and the ground pressures are lower.

Strong
Although it is a lightweight fabrication, the design is strong and robust with a 
panel limit state design load of 25kN/m2.
Easy To Transport
Can be lifted and installed by a small excavator. 1 extension box can be fitted to 
achieve a working height of over 3 metres.

Item Product Code Length Working Width Height Weight3 Limit State 
Design Load4

Base Box TL102-0003 3000mm See 
Incremental Struts 

(page 74)

2000mm 780kg 25kN/m2

Extension Box TL102-0004 3000mm 1000mm 510kg 25kN/m2

Base Box

Extension Box
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Lightweight 

Manhole
Box

The Lightweight Manhole Box has been specifically designed to be transported 
and installed quickly and easily. It is used for constructing manhole drainage on 
sites where machines have a small lifting capacity and the ground pressures are 
lower.

Safety
Although it is a lightweight fabrication, the design is strong and robust, providing 
ultimate safety.
Versatile
There are 2 sizes available, providing options, depending on the site application 
and the size of machinery available.

Item Product Code Length Working Width Height Weight3 Limit State 
Design Load4

Base Box TL104-00013 2500mm

See 
Incremental Struts 

(page 74)

2000mm 1225kg 23.5kN/m2

Extension Box TL104-00014 2500mm 1000mm 840kg 23.5kN/m2

Base Box TL104-00015 3000mm 2000mm 1300kg 22.5kN/m2

Extension Box TL104-00016 3000mm 1000mm 900kg 22.5kN/m2

Base Box

Extension Box

Trench Shoring

3Excluding Struts       4Including Factor of Safety 
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Incremental 

Struts
The most versatile strut in the range, used across all sizes of the Trench Box, the 
Manhole Box and their lightweight variations. The struts have been designed to 
extend in length in 100mm increments, to cater for variations in trench widths.

Simple Design
Using just bolts and R-clips, the struts can be easily adjusted and secured in 
place ensuring they are quick to assemble.
Width Variation
Only 5 strut extensions are required to make any configuration of trench width, 
all popular variations can be achieved with just 3.

Strut Section
 Working Width

Weight Strut 
Resistance4Manhole Box Trench Box

280mm 1565mm 565mm 7kg 164kN

380mm 1665mm 665mm 9.5kg 164kN

480mm 1775mm 765mm 12kg 164kN

780mm 2065mm 1065mm 21kg 164kN

780mm x2 2165  - 2765mm 1165  - 1765mm 41kg 164kN

780mm x3 2965  - 3465mm 1965  - 2465mm 61kg 164kN

Strut Section
Working Width

Weight Strut 
Resistance4Lightweight Manhole Box Lightweight Trench Box

280mm 1375mm 560mm 7kg 164kN

380mm 1475mm 660mm 9.5kg 164kN

480mm 1575mm 760mm 12kg 164kN

780mm 1875mm 1060mm 21kg 164kN

780mm x2 1975  - 2575mm 1160  - 1760mm 41kg 164kN
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Variable

Struts
The variable strut is the premium solution, designed for maximum durability and 
versatility when working with the Trench Box and the Manhole Box. 

Fully Adjustable
The struts are based on an easy to adjust, extendable design to ensure the box 
can be fitted to the exact trench width required.
Strength
With a strut resistance of up to 455kN, they represent the strongest trench 
shoring strut on the market.

Strut Extension
 Working Width

Weight Strut 
Resistance4Manhole Box Trench Box

None 1990  - 2290mm 990  - 1290mm 37kg 455kN

500mm 2490  - 2790mm 1490  - 1790mm 57kg 240kN

500mm x2 2990  - 3290mm 1990  - 2290mm 77kg 230kN

500mm x3 3490  - 3790mm 2490  - 2790mm 97kg 225kN

2000mm 3990  - 4290mm 2990  - 3290mm 117kg 220kN

2500mm 4490  - 4790mm 2490  - 3790mm 137kg 220kN

Trench Shoring

4Including Factor of Safety 
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Drag
Box

The Drag Box is a simple to assemble, trench lining solution, used by an 
excavator using the ‘excavate and drag’ technique. Designed to be used as 
‘shields’, that can be dragged through a trench to provide local support while 
laying a pipe or accessing a trench.

Fast Pipe Laying
Quicker pipe laying can be achieved by using the Drag Box. Suitable for use in 
non-urban environments where ground movement is not critical.
Durable
Manufactured to a high quality with strengthened lifting points to ensure 
durability on the toughest site conditions.

Item Product Code Length Working Width Height Weight3 Limit State 
Design Load4

Base Box TL100-00002 5111mm See 
Fixed Struts 

(page 77)

2545mm 3512kg 44kN/m2

Extension Box TL100-00003 5109mm 1945mm 2467kg 44kN/m2

Base Box

Extension Box
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Fixed

Struts
The Fixed Strut is suited to the Drag Box (see page 74) only. It comes in a range 
of lengths, depending on the required Drag Box working width.  The simple, slim 
line design ensures that the Drag Box provides space for laying large diameter 
pipes.

Easy Connection
Quick to install and connect using securing pins and R-clips.

Strut Length  Working Width Weight Strut Resistance4

580mm 600mm 25kg 183kN/m2

780mm 800mm 33kg 183kN/m2

980mm 1000mm 41kg 183kN/m2

1180mm 1200mm 50kg 183kN/m2

1380mm 1400mm 58kg 183kN/m2

1580mm 1600mm 66kg 183kN/m2

1780mm 1800mm 75kg 183kN/m2

1980mm 2000mm 83kg 183kN/m2

2180mm 2200mm 91kg 183kN/m2

2380mm 2400mm 100kg 183kN/m2

2580mm 2600mm 108kg 183kN/m2

2780mm 2800mm 116kg 183kN/m2

2980mm 3000mm 125kg 183kN/m2

Trench Shoring

3Excluding Struts       4Including Factor of Safety 
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Trench
Sheets

Steel sheet profiles that interlock to provide a trench lining solution. They are 
used for a variety of applications depending on the profile and the individual 
project requirements. Variations available including small, standard lap profile 
sheets at 3.4mm, and a then a stronger HD2 profile sheet at 8mm.

Type Product Code Height Length Steel Thickness Weight/m

Standard Lap TL900024 2000mm 345mm 3.4mm 10.8kg

Standard Lap TL900028 3000mm 345mm 3.4mm 10.8kg

Standard Lap TL900021 4000mm 345mm 3.4mm 10.8kg

Standard Lap TL900022 5000mm 345mm 3.4mm 10.8kg

HD2 TL900025 4000mm 764mm 8mm 54.2kg

HD2 TL900023 5000mm 764mm 8mm 54.2kg

HD2 TL900091 6000mm 764mm 8mm 54.2kg

HD2 TL900079 7000mm 764mm 8mm 54.2kg

Trench  
Sheet 

Driving 
Cap

The fingers of the 
driving cap interlock 
with the trench sheet 
profile to install, or 
drive, the sheet into 
the ground.

Size Options
There are 2 options 
of driving cap, 1 to 
suit the Standard Lap 
Trench Sheet and 1 
for the HD2 Trench 
Sheet.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight

TL900067 236mm 63mm 300mm 15kg

TL900090 360mm 160mm 660mm 50kg

Trench 
Sheet 

Extractor

A universal size 
extraction clamp for 
extracting Trench 
Sheets from the 
ground using a piece 
of lifting apparatus. It 
is strong and versatile 
and can be used for all 
sizes of Trench Sheet.

Quick Tightening
The adjustable screw 
makes it easy to 
tighten the extractor 
to the trench sheet 
before pulling the 
sheet from the 
ground.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

TL900027 433mm 155mm 200mm 12kg 5000kg

Trench Shoring
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Edge 
Protection

Davit Fall 
Arrest 

System

A full safety system that 
can be fitted to trench 
shoring equipment to 
protect site operatives 
from falls and from 
falling material. 
Consisting of panels 
and telescopic clamps.

Quick Transportation
The telescopic clamp 
has been designed to 
enable transporting 

A simple, robust, removable, 
cantilevered fall arrest system 
designed to be fitted to trench 
shoring systems, providing a 
suitable means of rescue for 
those working in trenches and 
confined places.

Complete System
Comprises of a Davit Clamp, 
a two-part Davit arm, a Fall 
Arrest Recovery Device and 
the relevant brackets to hold 
the recovery device in place.
Compatible
It is compatible with with 
Conquip Trench Shoring 
systems, including Trench 
Boxes and Trench Sheets.

Item Product Code Height Width Length Weight

Panel EP100-00001 1164mm 125mm 1786mm 20kg

Clamp EP100-00002 338mm 80mm 359mm 5.6kg

Post EP100-00003 1222mm 54mm 54mm 5kg

Trench
Access 

Platform

An access platform 
provides gated access 
to an excavated 
trench, via an access 
ladder. Securely locks 
into position on the 
edge of a Trench Box  
or Manhole Box.

Compatible
It is compatible with 
the Edge Protection 
(see page 80) to 
ensure there are no 
openings along the 
edge of an excavation.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight

EP100-00004 1100mm 1275mm 1020mm 130kg

Product Code Max Height Max Width Max Angle Weight WLL1

PE136 3023mm 737mm 1350 60kg 150kg

Trench
Access 
Ladder

The ladder facilitates easy, 
safe access to trenches when 
used in conjunction with Edge 
Protection (see page 80) and 
the Trench Access Platform 
(see above). Available in a 
range of heights from 3 - 6 
metres.

Durable
Galvanised, rust-resistant 
finish to ensure maximum 
durability and fitted with 
rubber non-slip feet for 
maximum safety.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight

SS650-00002 3000mm 335mm 50mm 17kg

SS650-00003 5000mm 335mm 50mm 29kg

SS650-00004 6000mm 335mm 50mm 35kg

Trench Shoring

a Trench Box without having to remove the Edge Protection, reducing 
installation time.
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Manhole 
Shutters

Simple to assemble, pre-formed, steel shutters to assist with pouring of concrete 
manhole surrounds.

Configurations
The easy connection mechanism allows a variety of size configurations, suitable 
for concrete manhole ring sizes from 675mm - 2700mm, internal diameter.

Type Product Code Height Width Weight

A TL900075 900mm 1530mm 30kg

B TL900076 900mm 620mm 20kg

C TL900077 900mm 250mm 15kg

A TL900018 1800mm 1530mm 66kg

B TL900019 1800mm 620mm 36kg

C TL900020 1800mm 250mm 27kg
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Manhole 
Cover 
Plate

A steel plate for safe 
temporary cover 
across manhole plates 
or uneven, sunken or 
broken ground.

Compliant
Compliant with Street 
& Roadworks Code of 
Safe Practice.
Anti-skid
Available with an 
anti-skid surface and 
chamfered edges for 
specific conditions.

Product Code Thickness Width Length Weight

SS508 6mm 600mm 600mm 17kg

SS503 6mm 1000mm 1000mm 51kg

Road 
Plate

A compliant steel 
plate for a safe 
temporary pathway 
across uneven, sunken 
or broken ground. It 
enables vehicles and 
machinery to move 
around a site with 
ease.

Anti-skid

Type Product Code Thickness Width Length Weight

Standard SS500 20mm 1200mm 2400mm 491kg

Standard SS501 20mm 1200mm 1200mm 226kg

Anti-Skid SS516 20mm 1200mm 2400mm 491kg

Available with an anti-skid surface and chamfered edges for specific conditions.
Applications
It is available in a wide range of sizes for a variety of applications, lifting points in 
the corners offer ease of transport around site.

Trench Shoring
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COSHH Storage, Stillages & 
Fuel Bowsers

Site Storage
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COSHH 
Store

A walk-in storage unit for secure storage of chemical and other hazardous or 
flammable substances, to prevent harm to the environment and as protection 
against unauthorised users. This store represents a best practice COSHH storage 
option for the construction industry. It can be stacked for maximum space 
efficiency on site.

Secure & Durable
It has a weather-proof finish and a secure locking door with a 5-point locking mechanism.
Easy Access
The walk-in 1100mm width door allows palletised drums to be placed inside 
without double handling.
Safe Storage
3 large shelves on both sides provide large storage space and a fully bunded 
spillage sump with a mesh floor protects personnel from hazardous spillages 
and ensures minimum contamination of other goods.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

ST125-19456 2750mm 2600mm 3150mm 1365kg Self Weight

Smoking
Shelter

A modular, steel framework to provide shelter from bad weather to enable site 
workers to smoke in an outdoor, designated, safe environment. The shelter 
comes complete with a mounted ash-tray and bench seat.

Ventilation
Designed with partial steel sides and open front to provide ventilation and ease 
of access.
Manoeuvrability
Complete with lifting points and fork pockets for ease of transportation 
around site.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight

SS901-07200 2400mm 2000mm 1500mm 325kg

Site Storage
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Chain 
Storage 

Rack A metal ‘A-frame’ with overhead hooks for storing lifting gear, including chains, 
hooks and other small equipment, to ensure it is kept organised, clean and 
easily accessible. 

Secure
A lockable toolbox can be supplied, for additional security for keeping 
accessories and components secure.
Best Practice
An additional waterproof box is fixed to the rack to enable chain test certificates 
and inspection notes to be stored with the chains.
Manoeuvrability
Crane lifting points and fork pockets enable the rack to be easily moved short 
distances around site.

Item Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1

Chain Storage Rack ST111AG-01000 2350mm 1148mm 2000mm 260kg Self Weight

Chain Storage Rack with Toolbox ST111AH-01000 2350mm 1148mm 2000mm 318kg Self Weight

Site Storage
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Site 
Storage 

Box
A storage unit for storing tools and small equipment on site or storage yard. An 
overhead door with gas struts and two 5-point mortice deadlocks offers the 
highest security.

Durability
The steel folded plate design with powder coated finish offers maximum 
strength and durability. 
Manoeuvrability
Standard sized fork pockets enable easy movement for short distances around 
site, and castor wheels can be fitted.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight

ST104-00523 636mm 1225mm 678mm 65kg

ST104-00950 1210mm 1175mm 640mm 104kg
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COSHH 
Site 

Storage 
Box

A durable, COSHH compliant storage container for storage of hazardous chemicals 
and flammables to help reduce risks involved with these materials on site.

Secure
Complete with a lockable, overhead door for protection as well as easy access to 
stored materials.
Manoeuvrability
Fork pockets and optional castor wheels enable easy movement around site.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight

ST103-00572 660mm 665mm 1275mm 82kg

ST103-01097 1270mm 675mm 1275mm 153kg
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COSHH 
Drum 
Store

An enclosed, secure 
COSHH compliant 
store for the safe 
store of fuel drums. 
It opens with a 
gas-assisted lid and 
double front doors for 
easy access.

Easy Maintenance
A removable open 
floor assists with safe 
cleaning of spills.
Secure
Twin internal 5-point 
locking mechanism 
and internal bolts 
offer security.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight Sump Capacity

ST114-01811 1420mm 1345mm 1290mm 178kg 295 litres

ST114-02278 1385mm 1075mm 1345mm 231kg 485 litres

COSHH 
Storage 
Cabinet

A COSHH compliant 
storage unit for 
flammable materials 
and bottles. A 
storage box for test 
certification and 
internal shelves for 
efficient use of space 
are included.

Easy Cleaning
Vented at high and low 
levels and fitted with 
a spill containment 
sump and tap for safe 
removal of liquid.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight

ST114-00259 980mm 530mm 500mm 45kg

ST114-00585 1250mm 800mm 585mm 74kg

ST114-01086 1555mm 1205mm 580mm 1100kg

Site Storage
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Gas 
Bottle 

Storage 
Cage

A robust, galvanised secure cage for storage of gas cylinders. It is suitable for use 
on site or in a storage yard.

Quick To Construct
Features a unique modular bolt-together design, and comes complete with 
fixings, making it quick and easy to construct and dismantle.
Efficient Storage
The cage can be stored flat as individual panels when not in use.
Weather Resistant
Galvanised box sections and wire mesh offer weather resistance and durability.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight

ST115-01458 1800mm 900mm 900mm 67kg

ST115-02812 1800mm 1200mm 1200mm 87kg

ST115-02916 1800mm 900mm 1800mm 98kg

ST115-03888 1800mm 1200mm 1800mm 108kg

ST115-05832 1800mm 1800mm 1800mm 135kg
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Formwork 
Rack

A stillage, or ‘concrete shuttering storage rack’, for holding and separating 
formwork and concrete shuttering panels, as well as other bulky goods. It is 
suitable for all types of concrete shuttering, including timber, steel, plastic and 
structural formwork components.

Efficient Storage
The large storage capacity of the rack ensures panels can be stored safely, while 
allowing efficient access to panels. Rubber stops offer protection of the materials.
Versatile
It is suitable to be used in a plant yard or a site compound. Fork pockets and 
crane lifting points allow manoeuvrability short distances while the rack is empty.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight

ST127-05400 2570mm 2725mm 5408mm 1000kg

Site Storage
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Stillage A frame for efficient storage of materials, stackable for maximum space utilisation on 
site. Complete with lifting points for ease of movement short distances around site.

Versatile
Available in a variety of sizes and suitable for a wide range of materials.

Type Product Code Height Width Length Weight Capacity

Mesh ST101-00600 810mm 800mm 1000mm 65kg 600 litres

Mesh ST101-00720 810mm 800mm 1200mm 70kg 720 litres

Mesh ST101-00900 810mm 800mm 1500mm 85kg 900 litres

Mesh ST101-01125 810mm 1000mm 1500mm 95kg 1125 litres

Solid ST102-00600 810mm 800mm 1000mm 100kg 600 litres

Solid ST102-00720 810mm 800mm 1200mm 110kg 720 litres

Solid ST102-00900 810mm 800mm 1500mm 125kg 900 litres

Solid ST102-01125 810mm 1000mm 1500mm 140kg 1125 litres

Post 
Stillage

A simple framework for efficient storage of materials. It is stackable for 
maximum space utilisation on site, and the open sides offer flexibility of shape 
and size of the stored goods.

Manoeuvrability
Standard size fork pockets offer ease of transport around site, as well as on and 
off delivery vehicles.
Versatile
It is available in a variety of sizes and suitable for a wide range of materials.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight WLL1 Capacity

ST100-00600 810mm 800mm 1000mm 32kg 1500kg 600 litres

ST100-00720 810mm 800mm 1200mm 34kg 1500kg 720 litres

ST100-00900 810mm 800mm 1500mm 36kg 1500kg 900 litres

ST100-001125 810mm 1000mm 1500mm 38kg 1500kg 1125 litres

Site Storage
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IBC Liquid 
Container

An Intermediate Bulk Container (IBC) for transporting and storing bulk liquid 
and other substances. It consists of a reusable pallet tank, with an access cap 
and release tap for easy filling and emptying, that can be lifted by forklift and 
transported when full.

Stackable
It can be stacked 4 high to allow efficiencies of space when transporting and can 
be stored in high bay warehousing.
Secure
A reinforced base prevents deflection and a reinforced, warp resistant tubular 
steel outer grid offers protection.

Product Code Height Width Length Weight Capacity

FB300-01000 1160mm 1000mm 1200mm 58kg 1000 litres
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Static 
Fuel 

Bowser

A robust, durable and ergonomic tank for storage of fuel on site and refuelling 
of machinery, using the hand pump included. It enables construction sites to cut 
back on fuel delivery waiting times. Some options can be transported when full, 
due to being ADR approved.

Manoeuvrability
4 crane lifting points and 4-way fork pockets enable ease of transportation 
around site, and on and off a delivery vehicle.
Secure
3 additional feed-return ports included for maximum utilisation, all housed 
within the secure, lockable access hatch.

Item Product Code Height Width Length Weight Capacity

Hand FB602-00950 1320mm 1150mm 1150mm 1196kg 892 litres

Electric FB602AA-00950 1320mm 1150mm 1150mm 1196kg 892 litres

Hand FB602-02000 1320mm 1120mm 2300mm 2598kg 2000 litres

Electric FB602AA-02000 1320mm 1120mm 2300mm 2598kg 2000 litres

Site Storage
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Chains, Safety Nets
 & Covers

Chains & 
Accessories
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Maintenance 
Spill Kit

Safety 
Restraint 

Net

A general purpose 
disposable spillage kit 
for cleaning up spills 
of industrial liquids 
including oil, coolant 
or solvent based spills. 

Absorb & Retain
To be located in all 
spill-prone areas, 
they are designed to 
absorb and retain all 
the liquid.
Safe Disposal
The kit is complete 
with bags and ties for 
safe disposal of used 
product.

A strong net that 
attaches around 
hooks on the Crane 
Forks (see page 22), 
the Block Grab (see 
page 30) and other 
lifting equipment, as a 
compulsory safeguard 
against loose material 
falling, especially when 
in transit.

We would now 
recommend our Crane 
Forks Cage as the best 
practice way of lifting 
pallets or bricks or 
blocks (see page 23).

Product Code Absorbs Kit Contents

PE202 15 litres Chemical Pads x 10, Plastic Disposal Bag, Chemical Sock, Cable Tie

PE201 50 litres Chemical Pads x 50, Plastic Disposal Bag x 5, Chemical Sock x 4, Cable Tie x 5

Product Code Height Width Length Weight Restraint

NE100 1500mm 1500mm 1600mm 5kg 2000kg
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Fall 
Arrest 

Harness

A lower, upper body 
and chest restraint 
harness with a 
connecting lanyard 
restraint line for use 
on CantiDeck (see 
page 108), Access 
Cages (see page 36) 
and other access 
equipment.

Adjustable
Fully adjustable with 
a simple steel buckle 
system.
High Quality
Conforms to CE 
standards EN361, 

Product Code Sizes Weight

PE102 Small, Medium, Large, X Large 1.15kg

Foldable 
Stretcher

A lightweight 
stretcher for carrying 
injured personnel 
on site, especially 
when rescuing from 
a building structure. 
It can be folded for 
efficient storage and 
is complete with 
aluminium feet and a 
storage carry case. 

Compatible
To be used with the 
Stretcher Cage (see 
page 38) and Rescue 
Cage (see page 39).

Product Code Height Width Length Weight Max User Weight

PE100 145mm 585mm 2165mm 6kg 115kg

EN354 and EN362, and is manufactured with high quality, durable webbing.

Accessories
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Single Leg

Chain 
Sling

A high weight capacity, extremely durable chain sling, used for lifting materials 
and equipment by crane. Available in a variety of chain grades and lengths.

Certified
It is fully certified to all required lifting standards and regulations.
Adaptable
It can be supplied with shortener clutches to enable the reach length to be 
adapted to suit the load. Available with a single-ended or double-ended 
self-locking hook.

Product Code EWL2 Chain Diameter WLL1 Ends

C01-10-1ZX8 1000mm 10mm 3150kg Self-Locking Hook

C01-13-1ZX8 1000mm 13mm 5300kg Self-Locking Hook

C01-16-1ZX8 1000mm 16mm 8000kg Self-Locking Hook

C01-10-1ZD8 1000mm 10mm 3150kg Double Self-Locking Hook

C01-10-1AD8 1000mm 10mm 3150kg Double Self-Locking Hook & Shortener

1031 Working Load Limit
2 End Working Length

4-Leg 

Chain 
Sling

A fully certified, high weight capacity, extremely durable chain sling for lifting 
material and equipment with multiple lifting points by crane. Available in a 
variety of chain grades and lengths.

Adaptable
The chain ends are fitted with self-locking hooks and are supplied with 
shortener clutches to enable the reach length to be adapted to suit the load.
Balanced
Due to the central master link design, the load will always stay level and 
balanced.

Product Code EWL2 Chain Diameter WLL1 Ends

CF4-8-1AX8 4000mm 8mm 4200kg Self Locking-Hook & Shortener

CF4-10-1AX8 4000mm 10mm 6700kg Self-Locking Hook & Shortener

CF4-13-1AX8 4000mm 13mm 11200kg Self-Locking Hook & Shortener

CF6-10-1AX8 6000mm 10mm 6700kg Self-Locking Hook & Shortener

CF6-13-1AX8 6000mm 13mm 11200kg Self-Locking Hook & Shortener

Accessories
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Debris
Cover

A canvas cover for the Cranelift Builders Skip (see page 45) and the Boat Skip 
(see page 42) to safeguard against loose material and dust falling from the skip, 
especially when in transit.

Easy To Fit
An elasticated fastening ensures it is quick and easy to attach and remove.

Product Code Width Length Suitable for

NE312 2000mm 2000mm 2 Yard Builders Skip

NE305 2000mm 2600mm 4 Yard Builders Skip

NE310 3000mm 4500mm 6 Yard Builders Skip

NE308 3500mm 5000mm 8 & 12 Yard Builders Skip

NE313 1400mm 1800mm 500 Litre Small Boat Skip

NE302 1600mm 2200mm 750 & 1000 Litre Small Boat Skip

NE301 1800mm 2600mm 1500 & 2000 Litre Small Boat Skip
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Accessories

Concrete 
Column Skip 

Cover
A premium quality, easy fit canvas cover, for the Concrete Column Skip (see 
page 10), to be used during blowout or when the skip is in transit to contain the 
concrete and any foamy residue. Also used in conjunction with the Concrete 
Skip Blowout Attachment to contain the bung after it has been pushed through 
the concrete pump line.
 
Easy To Attach
An elasticated fastening ensures it is quick and easy to attach and remove.

Product Code Width Length Suitable for

NE402-02000 1050mm 1800mm 1500 & 2000 Concrete Column Skip

NE402-03000 1200mm 2100mm 3000 Concrete Column Skip

NE402-04000 1100mm 1800mm 4000 Concrete Column Skip
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CantiDeck, BulkX & 
Excavation Support

Solutions
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CantiDeck Vertical logistics and goods movement is a common 
issue that project teams face on site, including 
concerns with the safety of personnel working at 
height, inefficient crane movements and costly 
temporary works and scaffolding systems.

To overcome these issues, Conquip developed 
CantiDeck, a temporary loading platform that 
extends from a building structure to allow 
materials and equipment to be loaded in and out 
of the building.
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Efficient
This system is the fastest loading bay for relocation and installation, with a high working load limit capacity 
to enable loading of a wide variety of materials, equipment and pre-fabricated sections, increasing the 
efficiency of vertical movements.
Safe
Safe access at height offers a safe method of loading materials, and on-site training enables site operatives to 
relocate the platforms safely when required.
Cost Saving
Overall project times can be reduced with this system and it prevents the need of expensive scaffolding.

Fixed Flush CantiDeck

Solutions
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BulkX A system that allows contractors to excavate and 
transfer the waste directly into waste management 
vehicles. This method consists of a large capacity 
crane lift skip which is filled at the location of waste 
removal and is then lifted and safely discharged, 
using an interlocking gantry and at the control of 
the crane operator, into the back of the waiting 
truck. 

No temporary loading areas are required and 
controlled waste movement reduces wear and tear 
on machinery.
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Environmental
This method reduces machinery required on site, as well as preventing construction waste being spread on 
local roads and limiting noise and dust pollution.
Safe
The skip is emptied in a visible, safe location, controlled by the crane operator, which means there is no need 
for any site operatives to access the discharge zone. It is also impossible to unintentionally discharge during 
lifting, increasing safety.
Efficient
This system is flexible and quick and can be used for waste management in confined or space restricted 
areas. Less crane time and machines are required compared to traditional methods, offering cost and time 
efficiencies.

BulkX Skip

Free Standing Gantry

Solutions
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Excavation Support
By working with various specialist partners, 
Conquip can offer a complete subterranean 
construction solution, from a full geotechnical 
audit and basement excavation efficiency 
consultancy, to temporary works installation and 
ongoing maintenance.
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Value Engineering
Our systems offer a unique proposition by focussing on providing a ground engineering solution that reduces 
the amount of ground support propping and increases efficiency of the overall project.
Collaboration
Conquip looks to deliver the best possible service and real value through getting involved early in a project 
and closely collaborating with all involved partners, from pre-construction teams to specialist subcontractors 
and individual operatives on site.
Environmental
Conquip’s methodology and systems reduces impact on the environment during the construction phase of 
new developments by reducing vehicle movements and equipment required, as well as minimising noise and 
dust levels.

Solutions
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After Sales Support

Expert care for 
your equipment

We care for your equipment. 
We don’t stop caring about our equipment once 
you own it. Conquip After Sales Support offers you 
tailored, exclusive, hassle-free service for your 
equipment.

We are on hand to help and offer expert advice 
and support, if and when you should need it.
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Parts & Spares
Genuine Conquip replacement parts and spares to keep your equipment functioning. Our equipment is built 
to last, but if something gets lost, breaks down or needs updating, we can send out parts immediately. 

Refurbishment & Maintenance
Our equipment is designed for heavy use, and you need every minute of on-site production you can get. With 
our refurbishment and maintenance service, we’ll keep your equipment in top form, replacing any tired parts 
and cleaning it to ensure it is always safe and compliant.

Inspection
Conquip offers 3, 6 and 12 monthly inspections on any equipment to ensure it’s fit for purpose, maintained 
and compliant. Our trained engineers carry out inspections on site or at our facilities, to relevant regulations 
including LOLER and PUWER. 

Training & Installation
Our on-site training allows you to get the best from your Conquip equipment. Our technical team instruct you 
about best practice and safe use in an easy to follow, step-by-step, hands on approach. For larger equipment 
solutions, we provide an installation and relocation service.

Warranty
For peace of mind, we offer a 12 month manufacturer’s warranty on all of our products.

We have confidence in every piece of Conquip equipment. It is designed, built and tested to last. So our care 
doesn’t stop at 12 months; it lasts its lifetime.


